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Abstract: This study is a review of the theory of relativity. Einstein devised the special theory of

relativity in 1905. In special relativity Einstein kept some ideas in his subconscious mind which was very

important for the modification of physics. Einstein mentioned in special relativity that the mass of a body

increases with an increase of the motion of the body . In fact Einstein recognized acceleration instead[8]

of momentum unknowingly. This idea was not incorporated in special theory of relativity. Classical

mechanics was founded on rectilinear principles of motion. But Einstein observed that space-time is curved

and all motions are curved . Einstein had an attempt to establish the curvilinear principle in physics but[1]

he could not complete his works. In Time Dilation and Length Contraction Einstein developed some

concepts with a number of anomalies. Actually time dilates and contracts due to the fluctuation of

gravitational influence in different space-time. In principle of equivalence Einstein explained the

gravitational and inertial mass are the same . But this explanation of principle of equivalence needs more[2]

elaboration. Body possesses definite shape, size and density but it can only express mass with the help

of gravitation. Beyond the gravitational field body is unable to express mass. This idea is not incorporated

with the theory of principle of equivalence. Einstein formulated the general theory of relativity in 1915

combining special relativity, accelerated frame, principle of equivalence and gravitational fields.  Einstein

put forth three experiments for the proofs of the general theory of relativity. But the general theory which

are based on assumptions beyond the principle of equivalence are not well substantiated .[2]

Key words: Theory of Relativity, Time Dilation and Length Contraction, Rectilinear and Curvilinear

Principle, Momentum and Acceleration, Principle of Equivalence. 

INTRODUCTION

A century had passed since Einstein devised theory

of relativity in 1905. In the meantime knowledge was

exploded greatly. But physics did not reach the highest

level. In view of present needs and expanded

knowledge lots of criticism were made against different

aspects of physics as well as relativity. Physics is not

a static body of doctrine but a developing science . [9]

About two thousand years back Greeks had a

belief that the earth is static and all the heavenly

bodies move around the earth. But in the seventeenth

century Galileo by his newly invented telescope

observed that the earth and the other planets move

around the sun. The old ideas of static world were

removed and the new ideas of spherical movement of

the world took place. Spherical movement of the

heavenly bodies is a natural phenomenon. But no

reaction from Galileo and afterward was found about

this phenomenon. Physics cannot overlook this

phenomenon. Physics must have to incorporate this

idea in its principle of motion. It was Einstein who

found that time and space are curved and all motions

are curved . According to general theory of relativity[1]

all system of reference are equivalent with respect to

the  formulation  of  fundamental  laws of physics .[7]

As per above view a number of questions peep in the

mind. Why do the planets move around the sun? Is this

spherical movement a principle of nature? How do we

get rectilinear motion? Is rectilinear motion a principle

of nature? How do we get curvilinear motion? Do there

be two principles of nature of opposite direction?

Attempt has been made to review the different aspects

of theory of relativity with a view to developing

unification theory in the light of the above queries. 

Special Theory of Relativity: Einstein published five

articles in 1905. Afterward these articles were known

as special theory of relativity. There were inadequacies

in classical physics. Special theory of relativity fulfilled

a number of these shortcomings but still a lot of

remained. Laws of classical mechanics do not hold

good in analysing the velocity of elementary particles

and the speed of objects involved are appreciable

compared to the speed of light. Einstein formulated

special relativity by taking the speed of light as the
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highest velocity in the universe. The law of

conservation of momentum which was developed for

non-gravitational field in classical  mechanics  where

F = mv, that is, force = momentum. Einstein presents

this law differently for gravitational field in special

relativity as  which tells us how the

relativistic (moving) mass m  of a body moves at a

speed v. Here the equation expresses that relativistic

0.mass m >> rest mass m  We see at once that when v

0 ,= 0, the body then being at rest, we obtain  m = m

the rest mass. More generally, as v/c 6 0, we find m6

0 ,m  which is the Newtonian limit of the more general

expression for the relativistic mass m . Third and second

laws of motion were developed for non-gravitational

field but how are they used for existing world of

gravitation? Newton devised law of gravitation

separately for gravitational field. The laws of physics

should be the same in all inertial systems. 

Einstein expresses his view about conservation of

momentum separately in his special relativity. Einstein

expressed the law of motion in special relativity in

terms of momentum, yet he could not equalise applied

force with either third law or second law. Einstein

could equalise special relativity with second law of

motion because V  dm/dt is never equal to zero. Again

Einstein equalised second law with law of gravitation

in his principle of equivalence. Einstein did not join

special relativity either with momentum or with

acceleration. According to Einstein, the relativistic mass

ois far greater than rest mass( m>>m ). So the mass of

a body increases with an increase of the motion of the

body . In fact, Einstein added acceleration here[8]

unknowingly. Actually Einstein expressed special

theory of relativity in terms of acceleration . [10]

It is found here that special relativity derives with

new concepts of conservation of momentum.

Momentum means the product of its mass and its

velocity as that of acceleration. According to special

theory of relativity, there is no difference between

momentum and acceleration. Momentum is a synonym

to acceleration. As per this decision the law of

conservation of momentum and the third law of motion

come to an end as an independent theory. There arises

no problem if conservation of momentum and third law

of motion cease to a minor law.

How Gravitation Curves the Motion: According to

special theory of relativity mass increases with an

increase of the motion of the body. Gravitation always

exerts an influence on all bodies. By gravitation static

body stands to mass and moving body stands to

acceleration (momentum). In non-gravitational field

body has uniform motion but in gravitational field body

has acceleration. Einstein unknowingly joins special

relativity  with  acceleration.  Body turns momentum

when it gets motion. On the other hand body does not

possess mass of its own, it gets mass from gravitation.

Weight of the body equals to the attraction of

gravitation. All heavenly bodies have rotation and

revolution. Thus gravitation continually works upon all

bodies and curves them cyclic way. This is why all

planets, vehicles and movements have circulatory

motions. Thus it is easy to control and handle mass by

gravitation. Therefore, all movements are cyclic. Thus

all motions are accelerated. If a body gets gravitational

influence in high space, would move around the center

of gravitation. On the other hand a body lying on the

surface of the planet, would rotate by the influence of

gravitation and by applied force jointly. 

In fig. 1 A is a body in high space that moves

around the center of gravitation by the influence of

gravitation. In fig. 2 B is a body on the surface of the

planet that rotates by the influence of gravitation and

by applied force. Thus gravitation helps all motions to

move cyclic way either in the form of revolution in

high space or in the form of rotation on the surface of

the planet respectively. The cyclic motion is the

uniform nature of all bodies. Here no motion is

rectilinear  but  all motions are curvilinear, geodesic

and cyclic. 

Principle of Equivalence and Principle of

Proportionate: Relativity deals with two types of

masses: inertial mass and gravitational mass. This study

differs greatly from existing ideas about mass. Popular

belief  is  that  inertial  mass  derives  from the

volume of quantity of mass and gravitational mass

derives  from  the influence of gravitation on body.

But it is not known how much mass any body

possesses. No techniques have been derived still today

to know the mass of the body. There is a system to

know the mass of the body through weighing but it is

gravitational mass. The real mass of a body is always

unknown to us. 

Einstein devised principle of equivalence

combining law of inertia and law of gravitation

together. The principle of equivalence is expressed as

mx = mg where m  is the mass of the particle and x is

the acceleration of the particle and g is the measure of

the strength of the gravitational field and is

independent of the mass of the particle. Here it is

expressed that ratio between the inertial mass of the

particle and its gravitational mass is equal. Scientists

Eotvos and Dicke found the same result as

gravitational and inertial mass are equal. Dicke

confirmed the results obtained by Eotvos with still

greater accuracy. The relative difference between

inertial  and  gravitational  mass  is according to

Eotvos at most 10 , according to Dicke at most 10 .-9 -11[1]

The result shows the close relationship between inertial

and gravitation mass that requires greater clarification.
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Fig. 1:

Fig. 2:

Principle of equivalence claims greater explanations

as to the relation between gravitational and inertial

mass as equal. In this study the explanation of

principle of equivalence was given differently. Here

principle of equivalence is considered as principle of

proportionate. A number of proofs are given in favour

of the argument. Firstly, as gravitational and inertial

masses  vary in different space-time. So the ratio of

two masses do not remain constant in different space-

time. Increase and decrease of mass of a body in

different space-time proves that body has no lasting

mass. It further proves that inertial mass has no

separate existence and it is inseparable to gravitational

mass. Now the question of existence of inertial mass

arises. Secondly, if the two masses were considered as

equal, it would recognize the existence of inertial mass

of the body. But here it is proved with argument that

inertial mass has no separate existence, body earns

mass as per requirement from gravitation. Thirdly,

gravitation exerts an influence on static body as well as

on moving body and falling body in separate strategy.

By gravitation static body turns to mass but moving

body and  falling body turn to  momentum

(acceleration). Fourthly, body expresses mass when two

or more bodies attract each other. If the size of a body

is large and density is thick, the mass of the body is

greater and vice versa. Quantity of mass of a body

depends on the ratio of attraction of gravitation and

thickness of mass of the body. It does not prove that

inertial mass and gravitational mass are equal. It means

that body does not possess mass of its own, it borrows

proportional mass from gravitation through attraction as

that of the earth and the moon get light from the sun.

If the body would have equal mass of its own,

gravitational influence would increase the mass more

than fifty percent. Because there is a notion that

inertial mass and gravitational mass are equal. As

regards equality of mass, appropriate explanation was

not given by any vested quarter so far. Fifthly, it

proves with proper argument that body possesses no

mass of its own, it gets as per requirement,

proportional mass from gravitation. In the other words

weight of the body equals to the attraction of

gravitation. Whatever mass a body gets from

gravitation, same mass it expresses in the form of

inertial mass. Sixthly, total mass of the body is always

unknown. The partial mass is expressed through

attraction. Popular belief is that body possesses mass

but it proves to be wrong. Seventhly, it proved that the

second law of motion and law of gravitation are

considered to be identical laws and they work together.

According to special relativity third law of motion

diminishes as an ordinary law. Conservation of

momentum has lost credibility. Third law may be used

for uniform motion under a unified theory. So far

principle of proportionate proves that gravitation is the

unique power that controls the total universe. It has no

rival and opponents. So it control the universe at ease

with minimum power. But principle of equivalence

upholds the view that two forces govern the universe.

But this idea is discarded here with lots of proofs.   

How Gravitation works: Gravitation is the central

idea of all concepts of relativity. But Einstein always

unknowing of his mind kept hidden the central idea in

his works. He never elaborated the main idea in his

theory of relativity. Gravitation works in different

pseudonyms in different area of physical sciences. At

lest gravitation has one hundred synonyms expressed

itself in different works. The synonyms of gravitation

are such as gravitation, gravity, gravitational attraction,

gravitational influence, mass, weight, momentum,

acceleration, gravitational force, applied force, inertial

mass, gravitational mass, inertial law, gravitational law,

revolution, rotation, cyclic motion, curvilinear motion,

curve, curvature, balance and so on. In gravitational

field gravitational mass of the body stands to inertial

mass but in non-gravitational field gravitational  mass

stands to zero mass. For example, astronauts swing in
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outer space as gravitational attraction is thin there.

Again gravitation stands to zero in high accelerated

frame. Whatever masses the stars and the planets

possess, if gravitation does not influence, their masses

stand to zero. It indicates that the earth does not have

its own mass. The earth expresses its mass with

perspective relation to the sun, moon and other

heavenly bodies. Every body in the universe has shape,

size and density but not mass. Body   gets mass

through the influence of gravitation. Mass is not

intrinsic quality of body because body has to acquire

mass from gravitation . Proofs are given here how

inertial mass derives from gravitational mass and how

the masses of the body differ in between gravitational

field and non-gravitational field in the Table 1.

The earth gravity works as a source of attraction

when the earth moves around the sun. So the mass of

the body and its gravitational attraction are

proportional. The terms mass and gravitational

attraction  are  synonyms.  The  gravitation controls

the  universe  by  attraction  in  the form of mass.

This  concept  is  practised  in   classical   physics.

In classical physics one dyne force is proportional to

one gram, one poundal force is proportional to one

pound, one Newton force is proportional to one

kilogram and so on. Here mass and external attraction

are conceived as proportional. The word proportional

should be used instead of the word equal. It is

displayed in the Table 2.

1 2In table 3 m  and m  refer inertial mass and

gravitational mass respectively. Inertial mass is

converted to acceleration by two times differentiation.

Galileo showed that all bodies fall with equal rapidity.

Here gravitation attracts all bodies proportionately with

respect to their masses. So all bodies fall with equal

rapidity. Here symbol of proportion (%) is used in the

equation. The scenario is depicted in Table 3 how

gravitational mass and inertial mass work together

proportionately. 

It proves that gravitation always works in the form

of acceleration. Inertial motion is always backed by

gravitation .So inertial motion   also works in the form

of acceleration. In principle no motion is in the

uniform motion. According to special theory of

relativity Newton’s third law of motion diminishes as

an ordinary law. As a separate theory conservation of

momentum has lost credibility. Third law may be used

for uniform motion under a unified theory. Thus the

concept of third law of motion as a major law ceases

to an end.

Gravitation exerts an influence on moving body

cyclic way. As a result all motions become curved.

With the curved motion there join gravity, angular

momentum, radius distance acceleration and time

frequency (how many times). Thus the motion of the

Table 1: M ass in gravitational and non gravitational field.

In gravitational field: Gravitational mass    ! Inertial m ass

In non-gravitational field: Gravitational mass    ! Zero mass

Table 2: Proportion of gravitational and inertial mass of body.

Gravitational mass %   Inertial mass

Gravitational attraction %  Inertial mass

Table 3: Conversion of inertial and gravitational m ass into

acceleration 

1 2 Suppose, m  %  m            

or,   %   

or, %  g ( �   = g )

moving body becomes more swift and curved (cyclic).

Mass of the moving body and falling body turns to

momentum. W ith the influence of gravitation static

body gains mass, but moving and falling body turn to

momentum with a proportional ratio of mass of the

body. It is shown here how the influence of gravitation

varies between static body and moving body in the

table 4. 

Gravitational mass expresses itself as inertial mass

in perspective relation to two or more bodies.

Henceforth the gravitational mass is considered to be

inertial mass. A body cannot express its mass without

the influence of another body. As a consequence there

is no way to express mass of a body without the help

of gravitation. Bodies lying on the surface of the earth

express their masses with the influence of the earth

gravity. Influence of gravitation on body keeps the

body with its mass.  It is shown how body and mass

differ from each other in the Table 5. 

In gravitational field gravitation keeps body and

mass together as the living being keeps body and soul

together. But in non-gravitational field body is without

mass.

Classical Ideas of Galileo: Galileo was a great

scientist in the seventeenth century.   He developed the

idea  of  gravitation  and  this  idea  was formulated

by  Newton  in  his  theory  of gravitation. Einstein

has remarked, the pair Galileo-Newton has a most

remarkable  inner  similarity-the  former  of  the  pair

grasping  the  relationships  intuitively,  and the

second  one  formulating  these  relations  exactly

and applying them quantitatively . In classical[2]

mechanics inertial and gravitational laws are two

separate principles. These two laws are considered  as

equal principle. Galileo developed laws of falling

bodies depending on classical ideas of gravitation

where  gravitation  and inertial laws work separately.

It is stated here what is the effect if the two forces

work separately.
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Table 4: Variation of gravitation in static body and moving body.

Static body         : Gravitational mass %   Inertial mass.

M oving body      : Gravitational mass %  Inertial mass X Gravitational acceleration X 

Falling body       : angular momentum  x Radius distance acceleration x Time frequency

Table 5: Relation between body and m ass 

In gravitational field      : Inertial mass % Body with m ass

In non-gravitational field : Inertial mass % Body without mass

Influence of gravitation on bodies differs on the

sea level, on the surface of the earth, on the peak of

the mountain or in high space. Scientists Eotvos and

Dicke expressed the raw data with simplicity and

without much clarification that the gravitational and

inertial mass are the same . This idea bears a deeper[2]

meaning. The contemporary science could not explain

the meaning accordingly. Einstein also followed the

traditional idea in his principle of equivalence that

different masses fall at the same rate . Actually body[2]

cannot express its mass alone. It needs help from

gravitation. Whatever mass a body gets from

gravitation that is inertial mass. Galileo dropped two

balls, one big and one small from the leaning tower of

Pisa and observed that two balls fell with equal

rapidity and simultaneously. Galileo devised three Laws

of Falling Bodies from this experiment. The laws are

as follows viz. 1) In a vacuum all bodies, starting from

rest, fall with equal rapidity. 2) In a vacuum, the space

traversed by a falling body, starting from rest, in a

given time is directly proportional to the square of the

time. 3) In a vacuum, the velocity acquired by a falling

body, starting from rest, is proportional to the time of

fall. At that time scientists were not much aware of

influence of gravitation. Here it is not highlighted what

is the influence of gravitation on falling body. In non-

gravitational field body would not fall from the above

because there is no attraction but in gravitational field

body would fall due to attraction. In this experiment

two important ideas were not expressed. These two

ideas are (a) gravitation attracts all bodies proportionate

to mass and (b) mass of the body is equal to the

attraction of gravitation. It is stated in the first law of

falling body that in a vacuum all bodies, starting from

rest, fall with equal rapidity. Here question as to equal

rapidity arises, why do bodies fall with equal rapidity?

Does gravitation attract each and every body equally

irrespective of mass? Do all bodies possess equal

mass? Firstly, if gravitation attracts equally each and

every body, the mass of all bodies would be equal, but

the masses of all bodies are not equal. Secondly, if

gravitation attracts proportionately with respect to mass

of the body, all bodies would fall with equal rapidity

and simultaneously and their masses would differ from

each other. The second argument is absolutely right.

Here the first law would be modified as, in a vacuum

all bodies, starting from rest, fall with equal rapidity,

due to proportional influence of gravitation. The law of

falling bodies would be modified in consonance with

law of motion. Thirdly, in the experiment of Galileo,

a question of attraction is involved. Attraction of

gravitation is equal to the mass of the body. It proves

that body does not possess mass, it gets mass from

gravitation. In the universe gravitation is the unique

power. It is necessary to be quoted here for

modification of principle of equivalence. Body does not

possess mass but body borrows mass from gravitation

as per size, shape, density and location. Galileo could

not find out the inner meaning of his experiment. In

this universe planets and satellites do not have their

masses. They borrow masses through mutual attraction

(gravitation). If they have masses of their won, it

would not be possible to move around the sun

accurately. These ideas were not reflected in the

experiment of Galileo. Galileo had an attempt to

discover the truth of proportionate attraction of

gravitation and body does not possess mass from the

experiment of leaning tower of Pisa. Newton also had

an attempt to do that from the Experiment of Guinea

and Feather.  Same way Eotvos and Dicke made an

attempt to discover the same truth. Einstein followed

the previous path of his predecessors in his principle of

equivalence. But the attempts were not properly

directed. Therefore principle equivalence should be

substantiated as principle of proportionate.

Time Dilation and Length Contraction: In special

relativity Einstein developed time dilation and length

contraction. Here explanation is given differently as to

time dilation and length contraction. As it is discussed

earlier that mass is a property of the body but not

inherent quality of the body.  Body earns mass by the

influence of gravitation. Mass of the body varies in

different space-time. Attraction of gravitation also

varies in different space-time. As a consequence spring

of the clock dilates and contracts in different space-

time. It results variation of time. It is clock paradox.

Einstein called it time dilation and length contraction.

Due to size, density and location of the body,

gravitation differs in its influence. As a consequence

time also varies. What is time? Time is a toy in the

hands of gravitation. Gravitation controls time

accordingly. Here Einstein gave importance on effects

of gravitation overlooking the gravitation as cause.

Here main cause of time dilation and length contraction

remains hidden. Due to variation of the influence of

gravitation time varies in different space-time. In a
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fixed moment time varies on the sea level, on the

surface of earth, on the peak of mountain or on high

space. Gravitational mass of the body rises or falls as

the distance falls or rises from the center of the planets

respectively. Again time dilates in upwards and

contracts in downwards. Time dilation and length

contraction may be termed as Gravitation Dilation and

Contraction respectively. Time fluctuates with the

variation of masses of the body.

In special relativity time dilation and contraction in

a watch on earth surface differ greatly from a watch on

high space. Time dilation and contraction happen due

to variation of gravitation. In the same way time varies

in different inertia frames, different space-time and

different masses. Time variation in Twin Paradox

happens in the same way. All Paradoxes of Einstein

happen due to variation of gravitation. Variation of

gravitation causes variation of masses of the bodies,

variation of time and variation of length. Variation of

mass means the body does not possess lasting mass.

As a result mass of a body is not known. According to

principle of equivalence as the gravitational mass so

the inertial mass of the body. Therefore, it is to say

that body does not have lasting gravitational mass. So

the body does not have lasting inertial mass. Inertial

mass has no separate existence and it is dependent

upon gravitational mass. 

According to special relativity gravitation (time

dilation and contraction) varies in different space-time

in the world. Depending on the distance from the

center of the earth to upward the mass of the body

decreases and vice versa. This decrease and increase of

mass proves that body does not possess mass of its

own. In the high space solar mass would follow instead

of inertial mass as inertial mass is very related to earth.

All body possesses shape, size and density but they

cannot express mass outside. Body needs external help

to express its mass. The external power is gravitation.

Body expresses its mass outside through the help of

gravitation. All planets, stars and satellites move

properly with the help of gravitation. Gravitation

controls the total universe. This is why the universe is

very disciplined.

Mathematical Analysis: Foreword is necessary for

mathematical analysis of this study because

mathematical explanation is not given earlier.

Mathematical supports are given here very precisely.

Gravitation exerts an influence on static body as well

as on moving body. By gravitation static body turns to

mass and moving body turns to momentum. Here

moving body gets force from gravitation as well as

from applied force. In gravitational field moving body

gets double force. Thus applied force is more powerful

than  gravitation.  As  gravitation influences the total

body equally, hence the body becomes balanced.

Balanced body and round body have the equal
advantage in mechanics. They get equal advantage

from gravitation. Again the course of moving body
becomes cyclic due to influence of gravitation. Einstein

found that space-time is curved and gravitation curves
all motions . The course of all bodies in the universe[5]

is either in the form of revolution in high space or in
the form of rotation on the surface of the planets.

Therefore, the movements of all bodies are cyclic. Here
all motions are curvilinear and accelerated in the

process. Sometime motions express themselves in
rectilinear way. Suppose, the engine of vehicle works

in a curvilinear process but the vehicle moves in a
rectilinear way on the road. A new type of

mathematics d er ives  kno wn as  p ropor tional
mathematics. When a certain level of force or attraction

is used body revolves or rotates in full circle. In
mathematical term full circle movement of body is

measured as two pi r (2ð r).  How body revolves in
high space and rotates on the surface of the earth is

depicted in figure 3.
In fig. 3, suppose, a body rotates full circle by a

certain level of applied force and by the spell of
gravitation jointly. In gravitational field the body

revolves in full circle equal to two pi r (2ð r) but in
non-gravitational field body rotates equal to the length

of diameter (2r) in a certain period. In another words,
body moves equal to the length of  circumference of

circle  in gravitational field but it can only move equal
to the diameter in non-gravitational field. Here the

difference between the forces in gravitational field and
non-gravitational field is 2ð r-2r and the proportionate

is 2ð r : 2r Again the ratio of two forces is 22 : 7. In
gravitational field two forces (gravitational and applied

forces) work together but in non-gravitational field
applied force works alone. When two forces work

together in gravitational field, the strength of the two
forces increases and the proportionate of joint force and

applied force would be as such 22 / 7. In gravitational
field moving body is swifter than that of non-

gravitational field. Inertial force and gravitational force
are inseparable in gravitational field. In gravitational

field, join forces are in accelerated but in non-
gravitational field force is always equal to reaction.

There would be a single law of motion in mechanics.
Here gravitation is the unique force that controls the

total universe. The unique principle of motion would
be F/G  % 2ð r. Here F= force, G= gravitation and 

2ð r = full circle movement of the body. This principle
has five ingredients such as proportionate force,

gravity, cyclic frequency, radius distance and frequency
of time. Therefore, F/G  % 2ð % r  proportional force

× gravity × cyclic frequency × radius distance ×
frequency of time. These ingredients may be explained

further. 
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Fig. 3: Movement of the body

Proportionate Force : In day-to-day life one body acts

on another body. Body becomes momentum when it

changes into motion. Momentum means the product of

its mass and its velocity. Thus body and force are

identical. When one body acts on another body, there

arises a reaction of proportional force. Suppose if a

body of 40 grams acts on 10 grams of mass, reaction

would be 4 centimeter of distance per second. This is

proportionate force that works everywhere in daily life.

Classical second and third law of motions and law of

gravitation are included in proportionate force.  

Gravity: Gravitation always influences the static body,

moving body and falling body as well. In gravitational

field  all  motions  are  influenced  by gravitation.

This influence of gravitation is in addition to applied

force. Thus applied force is more powerful than

gravitation. By the influence of gravitation moving

body revolves in high space or rotates on the surface

of the planets. In gravitational field, gravitational and

applied force work jointly.  The measurement of joint

force and applied force is calculated as 2ð r: 2ð 

which is proportional to 22/7. 

Cyclic Frequency: Body starts motion through

revolution in high space or rotation on the surface of

the planets with the influence of gravitation. Again

body gets full motion revolving and rotating several

times. It is called cyclic frequency. In the case of

falling body, cyclic frequency would be increased and

accelerated. Suppose, a resting vehicle gets full motion

rotating its wheel 8 times putting its gear in a certain

place which is calculated as 2ð r × 8= 16ðr.    

Radius Distance: As the motion is cyclic working on

roller, wheel, motor, propeller etc.,  so radius distance

from center to circumference plays an important role.

As the inertial mass, so the gravitational mass. Thus as

the radius distance, so the inertial and gravitational

mass. If the radius distance is more, force is stronger

and vice-versa. Suppose, if the radius distance is 2

centimeters, inertial and gravitational mass would be so

many times. The above four ingredients of force work

together and create mechanical advantages. These four

ingredients together considered as 2ðr. 

Frequency of Time: Motion is always calculated in

terms of time. Time is inseparable from motion. Time
is always calculated as how many times.   

An Example: Calculate the distance if 40 dyne of

force acts on 10 grams mass getting acceleration by 4
cyclic frequency with 2 centimeter of radius distance in

8 seconds. According to the formula F/G  %  2ð r, the
results stands to (4 × 22/7 × 4 × 2× 8) = 804.6 cm.

But in non-gravitational field and in classical
mechanics the result is 128 cm. and 256 cm.

respectively.

Conclusion: The study reviewed the different concepts
of relativity. Einstein himself confessed that he

committed mistakes in his works. Einstein later called
the cosmological term "the greatest mistakes of my

life'' . This quotation and other remarks proves that[5]

theory of relativity requires modification. In special

relativity the mass of a body increases with an increase
of the motion of the body . Einstein recognized[8]

acceleration instead of momentum. Here momentum
has become the synonym to acceleration. Thus law of

conservation of momentum along with third law of
motion is gaining loss its position. This helps a long

way in the process to unite the inertial law and
gravitational law together for the unification theory of

physics. Principle of spherical movements of heavenly
bodies were a great invention of Galileo. This principle

must have to incorporate with mechanics. It is only
possible through the establishment of curvilinear

principle of motion in physics.  The study proves that
time dilation and contraction happens due to the

fluctuation of gravitation in different space-time. In the
same way the explanation of principle of equivalence

was not explicit in the concept of relativity. As per
above discussion it is better to call principle of

equivalence as principle of proportionate Here it is
proved that gravitation is the single basic force that

controls the universe. Material body is controlled by
gravitation lending mass to the body in the form of

mutual attraction and cyclic movement. In this study
different concepts of relativity critically analyzed with

a view to developing unification theory of physics. 
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